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Svetlana holds a Master’s degree in English Philology from Kyiv Institute for Humanities.

HR as an Orchestra
conductor
An HR leader nowadays can be compared to a conductor of
an orchestra (in various ways, this analogy has been used by
Frank Barrett, Peter Drucker, Lee Faller, and Karl Weick). This
metaphor is explained through the specific example that HR balances and coordinates between talented individuals, keeps them
working together as a team and having their talent revealed in its best
way for team success. However, a key outcome of a conductor’s activity
is molding a piece of art that this group produces so the beauty of their activity satisfies key stakeholders and participants. With this metaphor in mind,
when we speak about IT, things get more complicated.
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Getting into details and examples further on, I

ority for successful IT companies.

As

would add that the conductor must also use the

Innovecs’ way to manage the retention matter for

newest methods and techniques to enhance mu-

millennials who make up 89% of the company’s

sician engagement so their music sounds fresh

population (the average age for all departments,

and new, that rehearsal as well as the perfor-

as of Q2 2017, is 31 years old), we’ve built an HR

mance itself is exciting and the musicians treat it

Structure that is supported by the Delivery and

with passion and it is obvious that they respect

Engineering teams.

the outcomes of their orchestral activities and associate its success with their own contribution.
Let’s start with engagement!

People Partners act as intermediaries between
the employee and company management for all
HR activities of the company (with a ratio of 1 Peo-

Reflecting on my experience in the IT industry,

ple Partner per 150 Employees) and are the closest

I think that the most efficient way to create a

to teams having clarity on their own performance

engage your teams in activities that
are meaningful and impact the company’s operations.

and involvement with current tasks. They identify

trusting and supporting environment is to

knowledge gaps for the teams and provide line
managers with solutions on how these gaps can
be bridged. We make sure to have predictability
and know reasons of potential retention risks and
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The IT business has always been a competitive

we report such risks immediately to line managers

one and nowadays it experiences an even greater

and external customers. Below you can see statis-

lack of talented and loyal employees, therefore,

tics on the perception on motivation for millennials

the initiatives of attracting and retaining have the highest level of pri-

as they identify specific positive organization traits.
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STRONG SENSE OF PURPOSE, INCLUSIVENESS, AND OPEN COMMUNICATIONS ARE HIGHER WHER EMPLOYEES INTEND TO STAY LONGER

Percentage of Millennials who said that...
47%

44%

43%

40%

38%

38%
34%
36%

26%

31%

40%

29%
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Strong
commitment
to equality
and
inclusiveness

27%

31%

31%

20%

20%

30%

24%

22%

Strong sense
of purpose
beyond
ﬁnancial
success

30%

29%

27%

35%

33%

20%

Open and
free-ﬂowing
communication
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Culture of
mutual
support and
tolerance

Idea generation
is actively
encouraged
among all
employees,
regardless of
age

Understand
and support
the
ambitions
of its
younger
employees

A lot of
importance is
placed on
getting details
right

People are held
accountable for
their actions
and
performance

As long as we
get
the job done
we are free
to work as
we wish

People’s time
and
performance
is closely
monitored

Very
driven by
deadlines

Focus on
Profit/financial
current tasks
performance
with little time comes before
to learn
everything
new things
else
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The graph above shows that engaged employees
are the ones who know and feel that their work is
appreciated and important to the company. This,
in turn, makes them motivated to contribute to its

Wellness@Workplace
Program

success. They know that in case they have some

In Q1 2017 we invested in improving the medi-

comments and recommendations they will be

cal insurance package, Wellness at the Workplace

heard and action(s) will be taken accordingly giv-

program (massage in the office, fruits, dental cov-

en that the comments are constructive and rea-

erage improvement etc) as these were the most

sonable. One of the ways for us at Innovecs to get

critical aspects of the most interest for the teams

feedback from our teams is a quarterly survey on

impacting their satisfaction with the company. In

satisfaction with company services: HR, Finance,

Q2 2017 we enhanced the Wellness at the Work-

IT and Office Management. With the help of these

place program greatly through arranging indi-

surveys, we see how happy the teams are with

vidual sport sessions with a fitness trainer at the

the quality of services or initiatives therefore we

company gym and as of Q2 2017 onwards provid-

can tweak the way we do things in a specific de-

ed wellness initiatives that take place at least once

partment based on the feedback. They are a great

per month and allow full employee development

source of information for us when it comes to de-

in the following wellness domains: food, fitness,

partments initiatives planning as we see points of

health and mind. This is especially logical as mil-

interest for the teams. This translates in changes

lennials see their top interest in work life balance

in budget planning for each of these departments

and wellbeing programs when it comes to bene-

as well i.e. know where to invest more in the up-

fits (we exclude salary here as primary factor).

coming quarter.
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IN MOST MARKETS, WORK/LIFE BALANCE COMES BEFORE CAREER PROGRESSION WHEN EVALUATING JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Relative degree of importance (excluding salary)
Good work/life balance

16.8

Opportunities to progress/be leaders

13.4

Flexibility i.e., remote working, ﬂexible hours

11.0

Sense of meaning from my work

9.3

Professional development training programs

8.3

The impact it has on society

6.8

The quality of its products/services

6.4

Strong sense of purpose

6.2

Opportunities for international travel
Fast growing/dynamic

4.4

A leading company that people admire

4.3

Invests in and uses the latest technology
The reputation of its leaders
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Quarterly survey results also impact bonus

«When teams are engaged, we also

plans for service teams so that they are commit-

have great opportunities for refer-

ted to delivering top-quality work. Every quarter
we as an HR team arrange town hall meetings (so

rals as we build a hard-working en-

called HR Breakfast) to discuss past quarter ini-

vironment that is working smoothly

tiatives and planning for new ones based on the

together.»

satisfaction survey. This is one of the methods
to enhance the engagement of our teams – they
know that their voice matters and have proof of

Below you can see some interesting data on refer-

this from our side. The ability to contribute chang-

rals and specific reasons to initiate referral programs:

es in the teams’ day-to-day activities is reflected in
the decision-making process within their project

•

– speaking about engineering teams in Eastern

Referrals are hired 55% faster than those
hired through a career site. (Jobvite Index)

Europe I should say that this ability is critical for
the teams there. The latest values research which

•

The best sources for talent are employee re-

we conducted at Innovecs proved that working on

ferrals (34%), internal hires (38%), and out-

projects that make a difference and seeing their

side recruitment agencies (7%) with outside

own impact is one of the key factors for our teams.

recruitment agencies providing the worst
talent. (Jobvite Recruiter Nation Report 2016)
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•

46% of employees hired through referral
programs stay for three years or more, while
only 14% of those hired through job boards
stay. (Jobvite Index)

The processes and policies of the
company need to serve business
and be clear for employees and the People Partner is there to explain and contribute to
changes in the policies whenever any adaptation
is required. People Partners also act as translators
of business leaders’ vision to the teams and while
addressing millennials, business leaders should
keep in mind tone of voice and manner that will
contribute to the success of their message’s delivery.
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MILLENNIALS APPRECIATE PLAIN TALKING AND PASSION, BUT REJECT CONTROVERSIAL POSITIONS OR RADICAL TRANSFORMATION

Percent who would approve political and business
leaders thinking and speaking in the following ways
58%

Using plain,

Business leaders

straight-talking

Focusing on local and
national interests and
Aiming for radical

rejecting the language

transformation

and ideas of globalisatio

Taking controversial

rather than gradual

or divisive positions

change

44%

if it’s what they truly

40%

believe

36%
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66%

Providing

48%

language

opinions with
passion

Appealing to those
who feel “left out”
or that their voices
go unheard
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Through a system of performance reviews (pro-

We have an internal database that allows us to

bationary and annual) we build regular feedback

gather and manage teams’ attendance, personal

sharing processes and ensure all teams have regu-

information and we look for expanding its func-

lar meetings with their managers: we measure their

tionalities to be more helpful in employees’ day

performance as well as get the team’s feedback on

to day activities: in Q2 2017 we introduced an

whether procedural improvements (HR or delivery)

induction plan and performance management

are needed. We have a dedicated L&D manager

module online. Now we can easily provide all re-

who works on gathering teams’ requests in terms of

cords about the past and current performance

skills development (internal and external programs)

and see deviations between actual and expect-

and suggests the format that will best address any

ed performance. Following performance reviews

requests. We put lots of attention to enhancing the

and throughout the year, we identify the need for

experience sharing process through community

employee training, development, promotion and

creation and management as well.

transfer and formulate programs for career planning and development. HR is a key stakeholder

«To make a decision that is backed up

and project owner of managing a project plan for

by analytics, HR works to provide their in-

internal database and we regularly inform all par-

ternal and external customers with all the

ties interested on progress with internal database
enhancement.

required statistics needed in real-time.»
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As an HR team, we also do our best in supporting line managers and teams’ needs in the following areas:

so the newcomer’s objectives are evaluated and goals for the
next period are set. The finalization of the probationary review signals the end of the onboarding process but People

Smooth onboarding: as soon as newcomer joins the com-

Partners are the ones who remain key points of contact for

pany they are informed on all the processes, key people

employees throughout his/her lifecycle in the company and

and projects that help them integrate into the company and

who report to line managers on potential retention risks fur-

project easily. HR is the one to drive onboarding and be the

ther on.

contact point for line manager at every stage of this process.
Newcomers receive a set of emails that contain information

Internal mobility: we as HR ensure the provision of op-

of interest and have a dedicated people partner that can an-

portunities through internal mobility for those who are dis-

swer any question as the go-to partner for the newcomer.

satisfied with their current project and who would be of val-

This is essential as the company attracts 20 people monthly

ue working as part of a different team. For this reason, we

and customers expect us to have them at full capacity as soon

ensure the provision of career plans along with recommen-

as possible. During the first week of employment, new em-

dations on project transfer if necessary for teams of our line

ployees receive their induction plan (preparation arranged

managers so they can refer to it regularly.

by his/her line manager and coordinated through HR) so the
newcomer knows his/her responsibilities. During their first

Smooth exiting: even in cases when we cannot keep a spe-

month, newcomers receive an adaptation survey that gives

cific employee we ensure that any employee leaving the com-

HR and line managers visibility on issues that newcomers en-

pany has only positive impressions and acts as a company

counter so line managers can work on improving newcomer

ambassador further on. We support our line managers with

experience with the help of HR. After three months from in-

valuable information on exit interviews and they have HR rec-

duction, the People Partner arranges a trial review meeting

ommendations on what can be improved within their teams.
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Communicating to millennials

And to finish off – some vivid statistics on digitalization. In 2000, 52% of U.S. adults were inter-

Overall, digitalization is a proof of progress and

The task of HR here is to drive the process and

net users, in 2015, this figure has risen to 84%. We

evolution and therefore cannot be avoided, espe-

be a reputable partner for internal and external

have become highly dependent upon technology,

cially keeping in mind the channels of communica-

customers who advises on tools that can make

and as software and hardware systems take over

tions that are preferred by millennials.

their job easier.

more of our interactions, keeping the «human» in
Human Resources is more important than ever.

Generational differences
Traditionalists
BIRTH YEARS

Baby boomers

1900-1945

Generation X

1946-1964

Millennials

1965-1980

1977-1994

ASSETS

•
•
•
•
•

Experience;
Dedication;
Loyalty;
Emotional
maturity

•
•
•
•

Service oriented;
Dedication;
Team perspective;
Experience

•
•
•
•
•

Adaptability;
Techno-literacy;
Independence;
Willing to buck
the system

•
•
•
•
•

Collective action;
Optimism;
Ability to
multi-task;
Techno-savvy

PREFERRED METHODS OF
COMMUNICATION

•

Written

•
•

Verbal;
Personal interaction

•
•

Voicemail;
Email

•
•
•

Instant messages;
Text messages;
Email
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USA | UKRAINE | UK | ISRAEL | EUROPE

Innovecs is a technology software development company that lives in the cloud.
A global company with offices in San Francisco, New York, London, Tel-Aviv with R&D facilities in Ukraine, the company specializes in serving Adtech, Gaming,
Fintech, E-commerce, Transportation, Telecom and Healthcare markets. We focus on mobile and web development, blockchain, ad tech technologies, animation
and art assets creation.

Why Innovecs
Highly skilled & Talented Engineers

Fast Hiring Processes

Multiple Service Offerings

Flexible partnership models

Deep Domain Knowledge

Inspirational Working Environment

HAVE SOME QUESTIONS?
CONTACT US AT SALES@INNOVECS.COM
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FOR MORE INFO

www.innovecs.com

